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Wingspan:
Length:
Weight with Battery:
Battery:

Charger:

Transmitter:

On-Board Electronics:

37.0 in (940mm)
30.6 in (77smm)
16.5-17.5 oz ø7A-495 g)

1000mAh 35 11.1V LiPo (included with RTF,800-1300mAh
257.4V or 35 11.1V LiPo required for RFR)

DC 35 11.1V LiPo balancing and AC adapter {included with
RTF, 25 7.4V ar 35 11.lV LiPo balancing required for RFR)

6-channel 2.4GHz (included with RTF,4+ channel required
for RFR)

Receiver {installed in RTF, 4+ channel required for RFR),
brushless motor, ESC and 3 servos (installed in RTF and RFR)
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The Ares'" fair-eez] Gamma 370 Pro offers the stability and durability of the original Gamma
370 while also delivering full 4-channel control and the aerobatic capabilities experienced
sport flyers will enjoy. The advanced EPO foam airframe design is not only lightweight,
durable and easy to repair, it also arrives factory-assembled and nearly ready to fly right out
of the box so you can be flying at a local park, schoolyard or flying field in almost no time at
all.

The Gamma 370 Pro is available in both RTF (Ready-To-Fly) and RFR (Ready-For-Receiver)
versions that include a factory-installed 370 brushless motor, 18-amp brushless ESC, and
three 9-gram sub-micro servos. The RFR version is ready for you to instal! a receiver
compatible with your favorite 4* channel transmitter and a ?S 7 .4Y or 35 11.1V 80G1300mAh
LiPo battery. The RTF version includes everything needed to fly right out of the box including
a 6-channel 2.4GHz transmitter and receiver plus a 1000mAh 35 11.1V LiPo battery, DC

balancing charger and AC adapter so there's nothing extra to buy. Best of all it's available at a
price that offers unbelievable value that's hard for almost any pilot to resist!

The factory-installed brushless power system is quiet and efficient and the RTF version
delivers great performance and long flight times with the included 35 11.1V UPo battery.
Smooth and precise aileron, elevator and rudder controls make the Gamma3TO Pro capable
of all basic and advanced 4-channel aerobatics including point rolls, rolling cirdes, knife edge
and more.

And although the Gamma 370 Pro is nearly ready to fly right out the box please take the time
to read through this manual for information on assembly, control checks and more before
making your first flight. Please also visit our web site at www.Ares-RCcom for additional
information including product updates, bulletins, videos and more.

Failure to use this product in the intended manner as described in the following instructions
can result in damage andlor personal injury. A Radio Controlled (RC) airplane/helicopter is
not a toy! lf misused it can cause serious bodily harm and damage to property.

Keep items that could become entangled in the propeller/rotor blades away from the
propeller/rotor, including loose clothing, tools, etc. Be especially sure to keep your hands,
face and other parts of your body away from the propeller/rotor blades.
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As the user of this product you are solely and wholly responsible for operating it in a manner
that does not endanger yourself and others or result in damage to the product or the
property of others.

This model is controlled by a radio signal that is subject to possible interference from a variety
of sources outside your control. This interference can cause momentary loss of control so it is
advisable to always keep a safe distance from objects and people in all directions around your
model as this will help to avoid collisions and/or injury.

Never operate your model if the voltage of the batteries in the transmitter is too low.
Always operate your model in an open area away from obstacles, people, vehicles,
buildings, etc.
Carefully follow the directions and warnings for this and any optional support
equipment (chargers, rechargeable batteries, etc.).
Keep all chemicals, small parts and all electronic components out of the reach of
children.

o Moisture causes damage to electronic components. Avoid water exposure to all
electronic components, parts, etc. not specifically designed and protected for use in
water.

o Never lick or place any portion of your model in your mouth as it could cause serious
injury or even death.

This device complies with part 15 of the FCC rules. Operation is subject to the following two
conditions: (1)This device may not cause harmful interference, and (2)this device must
accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation.

Caution: Changes or modifications not expressly approved bi the party responsible for
compliance could void the user's authority to operate the equipment.

This product contains a radio transmitter with wireless technology which has been tested and
found to be compliant with the applicable regulations governing a radio transmitter in the
2.4fi)GHz to 2.4835GH2 frequency range.

The associated regulatory agencies of the following countries recognize the noted
certifications for this product as authorized for sale and use: usA

Item Description

a

a

Not Available Separately....Gamma 370 pro RFR Airframe



Item Description

Not Available Separately..,.Gamma 370 Pro RTF Airframe
A2S1208AMD2...................6HPA 6-Channel HP Airplane Transmitter, Mode 2
Not Available Separately....AA Batteries (8)

A2S810003S20D...... L000mAh 3-Cell/3S 11.1V 20C LiPo Battery, Deans Connector
AZSC305C ...........305C 3-Cell/3S 11.1V LiPo, 0.5A DC Balancing Charger
42SC1305PS............ 1305PS 100-120V AC to 13V DC Adapter, 0.5-Amp Power Supply

The Gamma 370 Pro RTF (Ready-To-Fly) version includes everything needed to fly right out of
the box. There's nothing extra to buy or provide!

The Gamma3TO Pro RFR (Ready-For-Receiver)version requires the following items:

x
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4+ channel transmitter (with suitable range for a 'park flye/ class model)
4+ channel receiver (compatible with the transmitter that will be used)
2-Cell/2S 7 .4Y or 3-CelU3S 11.1V 800-1300mAh LiPo battery (15+C continuous
discharge rate capable)

LiPo battery charger (compatible with the battery that will be used)

PLEASE NOTE: This checklist is NOT intended to replace the content included in this
instructlon manual. Although it can be used as a quick start guide, we strongly suggest
reading through this manual completely before proceeding.

L": Remove and inspect all contents
u Begin charging the LiPo flight battery (connect it to the DC balancing charger)
r:i Assemble/install the wing, tails and landing gear
u lnstall the eight (8)AA batteries in the transmitter
r-r lnstall the LiPo flight battery in the airplane (after it's been fully charged)
n Test the controls to confirm proper operation
a Familiarize yourself with the controls
n lnstall the propeller
r Find a suitable area for flying



Use the included adhesive-backed 'hook-and-loop' material to install the receiver (not
included) compatible with the transmitter you've chosen to use. lnstall the receiver on the
side of the fuselage opposite of the ESC. Plug the 3-wire lead from the ESC into the 'throttle'
channel, the elevator servo lead into the'elevator'channel and the rudder servo lead into the
'rudder'channel on the receiver.

NOTE: lt's important to ensure correct polarity when plugging the leads/connectors into
the receiver. Refer to the markings on the receiver (or the instruction manual for the
receiver) to identify which pins accept the black color (negative/ground), red color
(positive) and white color (signal) wire Ieads. Also, depending on the make/model of
receiver it may be necessary to slightly'bevel'the edges of the black color connectors so
they fit easily into the case of the receiver. We recommend using a small file or sanding
block and EXTREME CARE to bevel the appropriate edges of the connectors as needed.
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IMPORTANT NOTE: Lithium Polymer (LiPo) batteries are significantly more volatile than the
alkaline, NiCd and NiMH batteries also used in RC applications. All instructions and
warnings must be followed exactly to prevent property damage andlor personal injury as

mishandling of LiPo batteries can result in fire.

By handling, charging or using the included LiPo battery you assume all risks associated
with LiPo batteries. tf you do not agree with these conditions, please return your complete
product in new, unused condition to the place of purchase immediately.

And although the 1000mAh 3-CelU3S 11.1V 20C LiPo Battery (AZSBIOOO3S2ODI included
with the Gamma 370 Pro RTF version is intended to be charged safely using the included
305C 3-CelU3S 11.1V LiPo,0.5A DC Balancing Charger (AZSC305C), you must read the
following safety instructions and warnings before handling, charging or using the LiPo
battery.

You must charge the LiPo battery in a safe area away from flammable materials.

Never charge the LiPo battery unattended at any t:me. When charying the battery
you should always remain in constant obseruation to monitorthe charging process
and react immediately to any potential problems that may occur.

After flying/discharging the battery you must allow it to cool to ambient/room
temperature before recharging. Also, it is NOT necessary or recommended to
discharge the battery'completelt' before charging (LiPo batteries have no'memory'
and it's safe to charge partially discharged batteries when using an appropriate
charger and settings).

To charge the battery you must use only the included 305C 3-CelUi§ 11.1V LiPo, 0.5A
DC Balancing Charger (AZSC305C) or a suitably compatible LiPo battery charger.
Failure to do so may result in a fire causing property damage and/or perconal injury.
DO NOT use a NiCd or N|MH charger.

lf at any time during the charge or discharge process the battery begins to balloon or
swell, discontinue charging or discharging immediately. Quickly and safely
disconnect the battery then place it in a safe, open area away from flammable
materials to observe it for at least 15 minutes. Continuing to charge or discharge a

battery that has begun to balloon or swell can result in a fire. A battery that has
ballooned or swollen even a small amount must be removed from service
completely.

a
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Store the battery partially charged (approximately 50% chargedl3.Bsv per cell), at
room temperature (approximately 6*77" Fahrenheit tFl) and in a dry area for best
results.

When transporting or temporarily storing the battery the temperature rante should
be from approximately 4{F100"F. Do not store the bafiery or model in a hot garage,
car or direct sunlight whenever possible. lf stored in a hot garage or car the battery
can be damaged or even catch fire.

Do not over-discharge the LiPo flight battery. Discharging the LiPo flight battery to a
voltage that is too low can cause damage to the battery resulting in reduced power,
flight duration or failure of the battery entirely.

LiPo cells should not be discharged to below 3.0V each under load. ln the case of the
3-CelU3S 11.1V LiPo battery used to power the Gamma 379 Pro you witl not want to
allow the battery to fall below 9.0V during flight.

The included 18-Amp Brushless Motor ESC (A2S1230) features a 'soft' low voltage
cutoff (LVCI that smoothly reduces power to the motor (regardtess of the power
level you have set with the left-handlthrottle stick| to let you know the voltage of
the battery is close to the 9.0V minimum. However, even before this reduction in
power, if you find that more than the typical amount of throttle/power is required
to cruise or climb you should land the modeland disconnect the battery immediatety
to prevent over-discharge.

And while it is possible to continue flying the model after the soft lVC occurs, this is
NOT recommended. Continued discharging can result in reaching the 5.0V'hard, LVC
which may cause permanent damage to the LiPo battery resulting in reduced power
and flight duration during subsequent fights (or faiture of the battery entirety which
is not covered under warranty).

Also, it is not recommended that you fly to the soft LVC every time you fly. Instead
you should be aware of the power level of the battery/airplane throughout the
flitht, and if at any time the airplane begins to require more throttle/power than
§tpkal to maintain cruise or climb you should land the airplane and disconnect the
LiPo battery imrediately. Constantly discharging the battery to the soft LVC can still
Gause permanent damage to the battery so it's best to use a timer or stop-watch to
time the duration of your flights and to stop flying at a reasonable time before the
so'ft LVC is reached.

IMPORTANT NOTE: DO NOT LEAVE THE IIPO BATTERY CONNECTED To THE Esc
U]I].ESS YOU ARE READY TO FLY. IF THE BATTERY IS LEFT CONNECTED TO THE ESC
WHEI{ 1T IS NOT IN USE THE IIPO BATTERY WILL BE OVER.DISCHARGED BY THE



SMALL AMOUNT OF CURRENT THE ESC CONSUMES. It can sometimes take a few
hours or even up to a few days to over-discharge the battery this way but doing so
will likely cause permanent damage to or failure of the battery entirely (which is not
covered under warranty).

For the Gamrna 370 Pro RTF version you must charge the included 1000mAh 3-CelU3S
11.1V 20C LiPo Battery (AZSB10003S20D) using only the included 305C 3-CelU3S 11.lV Lipo,
0.5A DC Balancing Charger (AZSC305C) or a suitably compatible Lipo battery charger.
Charging the LiPo battery using a non-LiPo battery corapatible charger (such as a NiCd or
N:MH battery charger), or even a different LiPo battery charger with the incorrect settings,
may result in damage to the battery or even fire resulting in propers damage and/or
personal injury.

Please follow these steps to charge the Lipo flight battery with the charger:

tr Plug the included 1305PS 100-120V AC to 13V DC Adapter, 0.5-Amp power Supply
{AZSC1305PS) into a compatible 100-120V AC outlet then connect the power output
lead to the receptacle on the side of the 305C charger (NOTE: The 1305pS
adapter/power supply is packed safely on the BoTToM side of the foam insert inside
the box). The adapter/power supply and charger are powered on when the red color
LED indicator is glowing.

IMPORTANT NorE: Do Nor use the 1305ps adapter/power supply to power the
205C 2'Celll2S7.4Y LiPo,0.sA DC Balancing Charger (AZSC205C) included with
standard Gamma 370 RTF airplanes. The higher output voltage (compared to the
1205PS adapterlpower supply included with standard Gamma 370 RTF airplanes)
can result in over-heating of the charger andl or slight overcharging of the 1000mAh
z-Cell / 25 7 .4v 20C Li Po Batte ry (AzS B 1000 25 z0r).
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tr PLACE THE 3O5C CHARGER ON A FLAT, SMOOTH AND HEAT-RESISTANT SURFACE.

It's important that air is able to circulate through the charger during the charging
process in order to keep it from over-heating. lt's especially important that the vent
openings on the bottom and sides of the charger are not blocked. DO NOT place the
charger on carpeted or other similar surfaces that may block the vent openings.
Also, DO NOT place the charger in direct sunlight before, during or after use.

o Connect the white 4-pin connector from battery (also typically referred to as the
'balance connector')to the mating connector on the charger. YOU MUST BE CAREFUL

TO ENSURE PROPER POLARITY BEFORE MAKING THE CONNECTION. And while the
white connectors are 'keyed'to minimize the risk of a reverse polarity connection, if
you force them it is possible to make connection with the incorrect polarity potentially
causing damage to the battery and/or charger. When the connectors are properly
aligned for correct polarity, connecting them should require only a moderate amount
of pressure to achieve the 'click' that indicates a secure connection.

f, When the battery is connected to the charger securely and with the proper polarity
both the red color and green color LED indicators will glow. The battery will be
charging anytime the green LED indicator is glowing.

I lt willtake approximately 1.5-2.5 hours to fully charge a mostly or fully discharged
(not over-discharged) battery (NOfE: See the following information in this section for
more details regarding optional 'fast' charging that can reduce charge times to as little
as 30-45 minutes). And when the battery is fully charged the green LED indicator will
stop glowing entirely. When the green LED indicator is no longer glowing you can
disconnectthe batteryfrom the charger as it is nowfully charged and readyfor use.

NOTE: The LiPo battery included with your new model will arrive partially charged. For
this reason the initial charge may only take approximately L hour.
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IMPORTANT NOTE: DO NOT STORE THE LIPO FLIGHT BATTERY FULLY CHARGED.
For improved safety and longevity of the LiPo battery it's best to store it only partially
charged for any length of time. Storing the LiPo battery at approximately 50% charged
(which is approximately 3.85V per cell) is typically best, however it will take some
careful management of the charge time and the use of a volt meter to achieve this
voltage.

lf you have the equipment and skills to achieve the 50% charge level for storage it is
recommended. lf not, simply be sure to not store the battery fully charged whenever
possible. ln fact, as long as the battery will be stored at approximately room
temperature and for no more than a few weeks before the next use, it may be best to
store the battery in the discharged state after the last flight (as long as the battery was
not over-discharged on the last flight).

Optional'Fast' Charging

The included 1000mAh 3-Cell/3S 11.1V 20C LiPo Battery (AZSBIOOO3S2OD) can be 'fast'
charged at rates up to 2C {2xthe Capacity of the battery; 2 x 1000mAh = 2000mAh =
2.0A) when using approved and compatible LiPo battery chargers. !t will take
approximately 30-45 minutes to fully charge a mostly or fully discharged (not over-
discharged) battery when charging at 2C.

For'fast'charging we recommend using the Radient'M Primat orAscend chargers. Both
chargers are capable of charging the included LiPo battery at rates up to ZC/Z.OA and
can also be used to charge other higher and lower capacity LiPo, NiCd and N;MH
batteries. Also, both chargers include connectors compatible with the JST-XH (balance)
connector installed on the included LiPo battery and can be powered from a 100-240V
AC outlet. The Ascend charger can also be powered from a 12-15V DC power source,
such as a L2Y 'car' battery, for quick and convenient charging at the field or beyond.
You can find the Radient Primal and Ascend chargers at HobbyTown USA@ stores and
www.HobbvTown.com.
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PartslTools Required:
t-l Left and right wing panels

Ll Plastic wing cover
l-l Thin two-sided tape (optional)
1l 5-15 minute epoxy (optional)

To assemble the wing start by sliding the plywood Joiner' that extends out of the right wing
panel into the corresponding slot in the left wing panel. Carefully slide the panels together
until they meet.

OPTIONAL: For a more secure wing joint you can use thin two-sided tape or 5-15 minute
epoxy between the panels. Thick cyanoacrylate (CA) glue may also be used keeping in mind
that the use of glue/epoxy will resuit in a more 'permanent' wing joint. Also, it's important to
ensure that the top and bottom sides of the wing panels are aligned properly, especially near
the leading (front) and trailing (rear) edges, when joining the panels with tape or glue/epoxy.

NOTE: Due to slight variations in the production of related parts it's possible that the leading
(front) and trailing (rear) edges of both wing panels will not align exactly when the panels are
slid together. This OK and should have no discernible impact on the flight
performance/characteristics of the model.

After sliding/joining the two wing panels together locate the plastic 'wing cover'. This cover
helps protect the top of the wing from the rubber bands used to attach it to the fuselage
while also providing additional support for the wing joint.

Before removing the backing material on the tape used to secure the cover to the wing check
the fit of the cover on the wing. Line up the trailing (rear) edge of the cover with the trailing
edge of the wing while also 'centering' the cover over the joint between the wing panels

-æ-F
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After confirming the cover fits correctly remove the backing material to expose the tape.
Then, very carefully line up the trailing edge of the cover with the trailing edge of the wing
and center the cover before pressing it down against the wing panels. Start from the trailing
edge of the wing and slowly press the cover down with light pressure so it flts against the
wing as closely as possible until you reach the leading (front) edge. Apply only light pressure
so you can possibly remove and reinstallthe cover if the fit/alignment is not correct.

Then, after confirming the fit and alignment are good, apply more pressure to better secure
the cover to the wing.

NOTE: ln some cases it may not be possible for all edges of the cover to fit flush against the
surface of the wing. This is nottypicallya problem asthe rubber bands used to attach the
wing to the fuselage will help hold the edges of the cover in place. However, depending on
the fit of some parts it may be helpful to apply transparent 'packing' tape and/or
cyanoacrylate (CA) glue (we recommend Medium/Gap-Filling or Thick viscosity) to better
secure the edges. Keep in mind that the use of glue will result in a more 'permanent'
installation of the wing cover.

Next, select a two-sided servo arm that has holes at least 7 /t6"-l/z" (11-13mm) from the
center on either side. Check to see if the 'Z-bends' of the pushrods fit/pass through the
CXiStiNg hOICS iN thc sEryO ArM. If NOt USE EXTMREME CARE AND A HOBBY KNIFE WITH A
SHARP NO.1l BLADE, OR A PIN VISE/DRILL WITH A3164" (1.2mm) DRttL BlT, TO VERy
CARETULLY ENLARGE THE HOLES IN THE POSITIONS YOU PLAN TO USE JUST ENOUGH SO
THE Z-BENDS CAN PASS THROUGH THEM. tt's very important that you DO NOT enlarge the
holes more than necessary otherwise the pushrods will be too loose in the holes potentially
resulting in 'slop/play'that may make it difficult to properly trim and control the ailerons in
{!ight. Of course it's also important that the pushrods are not installed too tightly in the
holes (the pushrods should rotate freely but without slop/play).
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After selecting and preparing a suitable servo arm, plug the lead/connector from the aileron
servo into the aileron channel of your receiver. NOTE: You can install an optional 'servo
extension' between the receiver and aileron servo lead to make it easier to
connect/disconnect the servo now and when installing/removing the wing in the future.

Turn lhe transmitter on, center the aileron channel trim and connect a suitable LiPo battery
to the ESC to power on the receiver and servos. Check to be sure the aileron servo responds
to left and right control inputs correctly then center the right-hand stick.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Before installing the servo arm on the servo you should set the'servo
reversing'for the aileron channel as necessary to ensure the ailerons/aileron servo are
responding correctly to control stick movements (as shown in the 'Flight Controls and
Trimming' section of this manual).

With the aileron stick and trim centered the servo should also be centered. Now install the
selected servo arm on the output shaft of the servo so it's as close to perpendicular to the
servo case as possible. lt's OK if the arm cannot be positioned exactly perpendiculartothe
case as long as it's close. However, if the arm is more than 5-10 degrees away from
perpendicular we suggest rotating the arm approximately 180-degrees and/or checking other
suitable servo arms until you find the one that fits with the best alignment overall.

After installing the servo arm on the output
shaft in the position with the best possible
alignment use one of the included 2 x 6mm
'button' (small) head screws to secure the
servo arm to the output shaft (do not over-
tighten the screw!).
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With the servo arm installed and the aileron stick and trim still centered carefuily spread
open each 'clevis' (the white plastic part installed on the threaded end of the metal pushrod)
so you can insert the pin in the hole on each control hornlbracket attached to the 'aileron
torque rods' installed in the wing. lt may be helpfulto insert a flat blade screwdriver (not
included) into the clevis then to carefully'twast' it until it disengages the pin from the hole in
the clevis. Also, it is not necessary to 'snap' the clevis back together until the centering
adjustments a re complete.

After connecting the clevises to the control horns/brackets view the trailing (rear) edge
of the ailerons and wing from directly behind. The trailing edges of the ailerons should
be'in line'with the trailing edges of the wing when ailerons are properly'centered'.
However, if the ailerons are 'off center' you can adjust the length/position of the
pushrods/clevises as needed.

lf either aileron is 'above' center carefully remove the clevis from the control
horn/bracket and screw it 'in' (clockwise) one half to one full turn then insert the pin
back into the control horn/bracket. Or, if either aileron is 'belou/ center screw the clevis
'out' (counter-clockwise) one half to one full turn then insert the pin back into the
control horn/bracket. View the trailing edges of the ailerons and wing from directly
behind again and continue adjusting the length/position of the pushrod/clevis until both
ailerons are centered appropriately.

NOTE: ln some cases it may not be possible to exactly center the inboard and outboard
portions of an aileron relative to the trailing edges of the wing. tf you find this to be the
case simply adjust the length/position of the pushrod/clevis to 'split the difference,
between the inboard and outboard portions relative to the trailing edges of the wing.
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NOTE: You should always rotatb the clevis until the pin is perpendicular with the control
horn to ensure the pin is not under any excessive load/pressure when inserted in the
hole and during operation. ln some cases it may not be possible to 'exactly' center the
surface mechanically while properly aligning the pin. ln these cases be sure the pin is
properly aligned then adjust the position of the trim (or sub-trim) slightly as needed.
Also, it will likely be necessary to make further adjustments to the trim setting during
flight as most surfaces do not end up in exactly the centered position when an airplane
is trimmed properly for actual flight (but 'centered' is stillthe best starting point).

Also, we strongly recommend installing the included 'clevis keepers' {the clear rubber
tubing sections) to provlde added security for the clevises. Typically you can carefully
slide the keepers over the clevises when they are not connected to the control horn.
Then, after connecting the clevis to the control horn and 'snapping'the clevis together
you can slide the keepers into a position that does not allow them to 'bind' against the
control horn/bracket during movement of the surface.

The wing is now assembled and ready to attach to the fuselage in a later step.
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Parts/Tools Required:
f Fuselage

U Horizontal and verticaltails
T Plastic tail mount

- 2 x 8mm'button' (small) head screw; 2pcs

-l 2 x 8mm'pan'(large) head screw; 1pc
T Phillips screwdriver

To install the horizontal and vertical tails start by aligning the 'posts' extending from the
bottom of the vertical tail with the small holes located on the centerline of the horizontal tail.
Carefully slide the posts through the holes without damaging the foam so the horizontal and
vertical tails are'press-fit' together.

Next, carefully slide the forward section of the vertical tail into the corresponding recess on
the fuselage then lower the tail section into place on the fuselage so the small 'tabs' on the
bottom of the horizontal tail align and fit into the corresponding recesses in the fuselage,
Now the entire tail section should be 'press-fit' to the fuselage.

18



Before installing the plastic tail mount be sure to align and place the tail wheel
bracket/mount into the corresponding recess in the bottom of the fuselage. Then, carefully
slide the posts extending from the tail mount into the holes in the fuselage. The posts
extending from the tail mount must engage the posts that extend from the bottom of the
vertical tail while also 'capturing'the tabs on the tail wheel bracket/mount. Take your time
and carefully adjust the position of the tail section, tail wheel bracket/mount and tail mount
until both posts and the tail wheel bracket/mount engage properly.

When engaged properly the tail mount should fit almost flush against the bottom of the
fuselage. Now you can slide the two 2 x 8mm 'button' (small) head screws into the recessed
openings in the mount and tighten them securely. Be careful when tightening these screws
because tightenlng them too much can striplbreak the plastic posts aad/or damage the
tails/fuselage.

To complete the installation use the remaining 2 x 8mm 'pan' (large) head screw to secure
the tail wheel bracketlmount in place.

Parts/Tools Required:
t Main Landing Gear Assembly
t Plastic Landing Gear Cover

I 2 x 8mm 'button' (small) head screw; 2pcs
I Phillips screwdriver

The main landing gear is installed in the slot/opening located in the 'Landing Gear
Mount/Battery Hatch' on the bottom of the fuselage. Use moderate pressure to 'squeeze' the
landing gear legs together slightly then slide the landing gear into the slot (you can also
remove the landing gear by doing the same). Be sure the Ianding gear is installed so it angles
forward (toward the front of the airplane) when viewing the airptane directly from the side.
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Slide the plastic landing gear cover into the slot/over the landing gear and carefully align the
small pins on the cover with the holes in the mount. Press the cover into place so it's
approximately flush with the mount/hatch then use two 2 x 8mm 'button' (small) head
screws to secure the cover and landing gear in place.

fhe GammaSTO Pro RTF version includes a 6HPA 6-Channel HP Airplane Transmitter
equipped with 2.4GHz technology, trim levers, servo reversing switches and optional-
use 'delta/elevon' mixing (the RFR version requires a 4+ channel transmitter/receiver).
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Low Battery Voltage/Power lndication
When the AA battery voltage/power drops to a level that's too low for safe continued
operation, the red color LED indicator will begin flashing. DO NOT use the transmitter
or fly when the red LED indicator is flashing and immediately install new AA batteries
hefore using the transmitter or flying.

Anten na Position/Orientation
The RF output signals transmit best/strongest from the shaft of the antenna rather than
from the tip. As a result you should never point the tip of the antenna directly at the
model. Also, the transmitter antenna can be rotated up to l-80' and folded up to 90" so

be sure to hold the transmitter and position the antenna as needed to ensure the best
possible signal transmission.

Control/Servo Reversi ng

The 6HPA transmitter features control/servo reversing functionality for the aileron,
elevator, throttle and rudder channels. The cont:"ol/servo directions were set correctly
at the factory for the Gamma 370 Pro RTF, however, ir case the controls are operating
in the wrong direction, or you use the electronics in other models later on, simply
change the position of 'Servo Reverse' switch for the channel(s) as needed.

Delta/Elevon Mixing
Located to the right of the 'Servo Reverse' switches is a switch that
activates/deactivates the optional-use 'Delta/Elevon' mixing. No such mixing is used for
the Gamm a 370 Pro so please be sure this switch is in the OFF/lower position (failure to
do so wil! result in improper control and the inability to fly the Gamma 370 Pro).
However, if using this transmitter with 'flying wing', delta or other airplanes that
'combine (mix)'the elevator and aileron (often known as'elevon') controls you can
move the switch to the ON/upper position.

lnstall the eight (8) included M batteries in the back of the transmitter by first removing the
battery compartment cover/door. Ensure proper polarity of the batteries before installing
them as noted by the markings molded into the battery compartment, then re-install the
com pa rtme nt cover/door.

Check for proper operation of the transmitter by switching the power switch ON (slide it
upward). The 'POWER' LED indicator should begin to glow solid green (indicating the
transmitter is powered on) and the 'RF OUTPUT' LED indicator should begin to glow solid red
shortly after (indicating the transmitter is outputting an RF signal). These indications confirm
the transmitter is powered on and functioning correctly.
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IMPORTANT NOTE: You must ATWAYS turn the transmitter on first AND have the throttle
stick in the lowest possible position BEFORE connecting/installing the tiPo flight battery.
And before proceeding with the following steps, please be sure the transmitter is powered
on and the throttle stick is in the lowest possible position.

After the LiPo battery has been fully charged it's ready to be installed in the airplane. To
access the battery compartment on the bottom of the airplane, rotate the two latches until
they're out of the way of the hatch cover then remove the cover.

The LiPo flight battery will be secured inside the airplane using 'hook-and-loop' material. Use
the included adhesive-backed hook-and-loop material and apply the appropriate side inside
the battery compartment and/or on the battery.

Before installing the battery in the airplane you'll need to connect it to the ESC. YOU MUST
BE CAREFUL TO ENSURE PROPER POLARIry BEFORE COililEgNNG THE BATTERY TO THE
By orienting/aligning the wire leads of the battery and E§C so they're'red to red' and
to black'you'll be able to make the connection with correct polari§.

After the LiPo battery is connected to the ESC you can insert it into the battery compartment
then secure it with the hook-and-loop material. Carefully'tucK the wire leads and con
inside the compartment ensuring they do not damage the battery or foam airframe while
also allowing the hatch cover to be installed over the compartment openlng. When the hatch
cover is properly aligned and installed rotate the two latches untilthey secure the cover in
place.
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To remove the LiPo flight battery first remove the hatch cover and pull the wire leads and
connectors out of the battery compartment. Then, carefully pull the battery out of the
compartment by separating the hook-and-loop material mounted inside the fuselage and on
the battery. Disconnect the battery from the ESC and DO NOT power off the transmitter until
the LiPo flight battery is removed from the airplane and disconnected from the ESC.

REMEMBER: The transmitter is always ON FIRST and always OFF LAST!

With the transmitter turned on and the LiPo flight battery connected to the ESC (and

installed in the battery compartment) it's now possible to connect the pushrods to the
rudder and elevator control surfaces and to 'cente/ the surfaces accordingly.

First, be sure to center the elevator and rudder channel trims on your transmitter. See

the 'Transmitter Details' and 'Flight Cont:ols and Trimming' sections of this manual for
more information on the trim levers and their functions.

With the trims centered carefully spread open each 'clevis' (the white color plastic part
installed on the threaded end of the metal pushrod) so you can insert the pin in the
OUTERMOST (for less control surface travel/throw) or SECOND OUTERMOST (for more
control surface travel/throw) hole on each control horn. lt may be helpful to insert a flat
blade screwdriver (not included) into the clevis then to carefully'twist' it until it
disengages the pin from the hole in the clevis. Also, it is not necessary to 'snap' the
clevis back together until the centering adjustments are complete.
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After connecting the clevises to the control horns view the vertical tail and rudder from

directly above. The rudder should be 'in line' with the vertical tail when it's properly

'centered'. However, if the rudder is angled off to the right or left you can adjust the
length/position of the pushrodlclevis so the surface is centered 'mechanically' while the
rudder channel trim is centered.

lf the rudder is angled off to the left carefully remove the clevis from the control horn

and screw it 'in' (clockwise) one half to one full turn then insert the pin back into the
outermost or second outermost hole in the control horn. Or, if the rudder is angled off
to the right carefully remove the clevis from the control horn and screw it 'out'
(counter-clockwise) one half to one full turn then insert the pin back into the outermost
or second outermost hole in the control horn. View the vertical tail and rudder from
directly above again and continue adjusting the length/position of the pushrod/clevis

until the rudder is centered appropriately.
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NOTE: You should always rotate the clevis until the pin is perpendicular with the control
horn to ensure the pin is not under any excessive load/pressure when inserted in the
hole and during operation. ln some cases it may not be possible to 'exactly' center the
surface mechanically while properly aligning the pin. ln these cases be sure the pin is
properly aligned then adjust the position of the trim lever slightly as needed. Also, it will
likely be necessary to make further adjustments to the position of the trim lever during
fllght as most surfaces do not end up in exactly the centered position when an airplane
is trimmed properly for actual flight (but 'centered' is still the best starting point).

Follow the same steps outlined for centering the rudder to center the elevator as well.

Also, we strongly recommend installing the
included 'clevis keepers'to provide added
security for the clevises. Typically you can
slide the keeper over the clevis when it's not
connected to the control horn. Then, atter
connecting the clevis to the control horn and
'snapping' the clevis together you can slide
the keeper into a position that does not
allow it to 'bind' against the control horn
during movement of the surface.
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IMPORTANT NOTE: Before installing the propeller you MUST disconnect the battery
from the ESC. Failure to do so can result in serious bodily harm and/or damage to
property!

There are two options available for installing the propeller on the Gamma 370 Pro. The
first option is for 'standard' installation of the propeller and spinner while the second
option is for installation of the 'prop saver'. We recommend installing the prop saver if
flying over rough surfaces andlor long grass as it can help protect the propeller, motor
shaft and ESC from damage during some less than perfect takeoffs and landings.

Also, two different size propeller options are included with the Gamma 370 Pro. We
recommend installing the (larger diameter) 9 x 7 Slow Flyer Propeller (AZSP0970SF) for
use with 2-celU2S 7.4V LiPo batteries, or the (smaller diameter) 8 x 5 Slow Flyer
Propeller (AZSP0860SF)for use with 3-celU3S 11.1V LiPo batteries.

IMPORTANT NOTE: The propeller must be installed in the correct direction in order for
the airplane to fly! The front of the propeller is the side that is slightly
curved/rounded 'outward'. This side of the propeller must ALWAYS face forward on
the Gamma 370 Pro for proper operation and performance.
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Standard lnstallation

Parts/Tools Required:

I Propeller (8x6 or 9x7)

I Rubber Spinner

IJ 3mm hex'lock'nut; 2pcs

I 3mm flat washer; 1pc

I PIiers, adjustable wrench or 5.5mm
socket/wrench

To install the propeller start by threading the first (rear) 3mm hex 'lock' nut onto the
threaded portion of the motor shaft, with the nylon insert/'lock' oriented toward the
BACK of the airplane, until it stops at the end of the threads. Tighten this nut in place
(do not over-tighten!)then install the propeller on the shaft and rotate it as necessary
until it lines up with, slides over and fully 'engages'the nut. lt may also be helpful to
insert the nut into the back of the propeller hub, with the nylon insert/'lock' oriented
toward the BACK of the airplane, then to thread the nut and propeller onto the shaft at
the same time.

Next, install the flat washer and the remaining (front) hex'lock' nut (with the nylon
insert/'lock' oriented away from the washer) then tighten the nut accordingly (do not
over-tighten !).

IMPORTANT NOTE: Before installing the rubber spinner it witl be helpfulto proceed to
the 'ESC (Electronic Speed Control| Arming' section of this manual and to carefutty run
the motor and ensure the propeller tips are 'trackingi properly. Due to possible
variations in the 'hub' of the propeller, the hex nuts and threads on the motor shaft
sometimes the propeller will be 'angled' slightly when installed. lf the prop is angled
even slightly one tip will be 'ahead' of the other when spinning resulting !n an ,out-of-
track' condition that causes significant vibration and power toss.
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Usually it's possible to correct the angledlout-of-track condition by loosening the front
hex nut until you can pull the propeller forward and rotate it to the next position in
which it will engage the rear hex nut. Then tighten the font hex nut and run the motor
again. lf the tips are still out of track repeat this process until you find the position

where the propeller tips track best. Or, in very rare cases, you may need to switch to a
different rear hex nut and/or propeller to ensure optimaltracking and the smoothest
possible operation.

After ensuring optimal lracking you can install
the rubber spinner over the exposed end ofthe
motor shaft. Push the spinner onto the shaft
after ensuring the shaft is aligned properly with
the 'hole' in the spinner. Also, be sure the 'cut
outs' in the spinner align properly with the
blades of the propeller then push the spinner
onto the shaft until it stops. Check to be sure the
back edge of the spinner does not touch the
cowl, and if it does you can carefully remove
some of the material along the back edge until it
no longer touches.
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lnstallation With Prop Saver

Parts/Tools Required:

J Propeller

--l Prop Saver

I Small rubber band

J 3mm hex'!ocK nu§ 2pcs

I 3mm (standard) hex nut; 1pc

3mm flat washer; 1pc

Ruler or calipers

Pliers or adjustable wrench

Additional pliers, adjustable
wrench or 5.5mm socket/wrench

L]

L]
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IMPORTANT NOTE: The prop saver does NOT prevent all damage to the propeller;
motor shaft andlot E§C! However, in some cases it can help prevent breaking the
propeller, bending the motor shaft and/or damaging the ESC if the propeller contacts
the ground (or other oblectsl.

For installation of the prop saver start by threading the first (rear) 3mm hex 'lock' nut
onto the shaft then stop when 7/16" (11mm) of the shaft extends beyond it (DO NOT
thread the nut onto the shaft any further otherwise the prop saver will not function
correctly!).

Next, insert the {standard) hex nut into the recess in the prop adapter and slide/thread
both onto the shaft, with the recessfnut toward the front of the shaft, and until the
prop saver stops against the rear nut. Hold the rear nut in place with pliers or an
adjustable wrench then carefully tighten the prop saver and nut against it. lnstall the
washer and remaining (front) hex 'lock' nut on the end of the shaft then use pliers or an
adjustable wrench to hold the rear nut in place while using additional pliers, an
adjustable wrench or 5.5mm socket/wrench to tighten the front nut (do not over-
tighten !).
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Measure to be sure no rnore than approximately 3/32" (2.5mm) of the shaft extends

beyond the front hex nut. Otherwise adjust the position of all parts as needed so no

more than approximately 3f 32" (2.5mm) of the shaft extends beyond the nut. This is

criticalto ensuring the prop saver works correctly!

To installthe propeller rotate it as necessary until
it lines up with, slides over and fully'engages'the
front hex nut in a position as close to
perpendicular (when viewed from the front) to
the prop saver as possible. Then use a small

rubber band to attach the propeller to the prop

saver. Be sure to wrap the rubber band around

the propeller and prop saver enough times to
keep the propeller as secure as possible (while

still allowing for some limited flexibility).

aMPORTANT NOTE: lT'S CRITICAL THAT THE RUBBER BAIID lS NOT INSTALIED TOO

LOOSELY OTHERWISI THE PROPELLER WILL COME OFFTHE PROP SAVER/AIRPLANE

DURING FUGHT! Also, be sure to inspect the rubber band often, especially anytime you

have even a minor'prop strike', and to replace it as often as needed to ensure it does

not break or come loose during flight. ln some cases it may be a good idea to purchase

enough suitable spare rubber bands from an office supply or other appropriate store so

you can replace the rubber band before each flying session.

OPTTONAL: For improved appearance and protection of the motor shaft you can cut

down/shorten the shaft. However, note that if you shorten the shaft it will not be

possible to switch to standard installation of the propeller and rubber spinner without
changing to a new motor shaft (AZS1229SIfirst.

We recommend using a high-speed rotary tool with a suitable cut-off wheel/disc to cut

the shaft so only approximately 112" (13mm) of the threaded portion remains. Then

follow the previous steps to install the prop saver and propeller accordingly.

IMPORTANT NOTE: You MUST wear appropriate eye protection and use extreme care

when using a high-speed rotary tool!
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Parts/Tools Required:

I Assembled wing

I Fuselage

n Large rubber bands;4-6pcs

The wing is attached to the fuselage of the Gamma 370 Pro using rubber bands. This
makes it quick and easy to attach when you're ready to fly and to remove for more
convenient transport/storage. Rubber brands also allow the wing to 'shift' slightly on
the fuselage to help reduce damage in the unfortunate event of a crash or less than
perfect takeoff or landing.

Before attaching the wing to the fuselage plug the 3-wire lead from the aileron seryo into the
aileron channel of the receiver (or into an optional 'servo extension' already connected to the
aileron channel of the receiver). Then, to attach the wing start by setting it on the'wing
saddle' area on top of the fuselage. Align the joint between the left and right wing panels
with the centerline of the fuselage at both the leading (front) and trailing (rear) edges. Hold
the wing against the fuselage with one hand then use the other hand to carefully take a
rubber band and pull it around one of the rear dowel posts then across the wing to the front
dowel post on the OPPOSITE side of the fuselage.

iouble check that the wing is still properly aligned then take another rubber band and
pull it around the other rear post then across the wing to the front post on the
OPPOSITE side of the fuselage (so the first and second rubber bands 'cross' like an X).
Take the next rubber brand and pull it around one of the rear posts then carefully pull it
around the front post on the SAME side of the fuselage. Do the same for the next
rubber band but this time pull it around the front and rear posts on the other side of the
fuselage.



For pilots that will not be performing advanced aerobatics we recommend installing
only these four (4) rubber bands total. This offers plenty of security for the wing while
also allowing it to shift a bit more easily in the unfortunate event of a crash or less than
perfect takeoff or landing. However, for pilots that will be performing advanced
aerobatics we recommend installing an additional two (2) rubber bands (for a total of
six [6]) that'cross' just like the first and second ones did.

NOTE: We do not recommend storing the airplane with the rubber bands and wing
installed for long periods of time as doing so can significantly compress the foam
leading/trailing edges of the wing and fatigue the rubber brands more quickly.

The wing is now attached to the fuselage but can still be removed quickly and easily by
removing the rubber bands.

ln the event you are not familiar with the controls of your Gamma 370 Pro, please take the
time to familiarize yourself with them as follows and before attempting your first flight.

The left-hand stick on the transmitter controls the throttle and rudder. When the left-hand
stick (also known as the 'throttle' stick) is ln the lowest possible position the motor will not
run and the propeller will not spin.

Moving the stick upward will increase the
speed/RPM of the propeller. lncreasing the
speed of the propeller increases the speed
of the model and also provides the thrust
needed to climb/increase a ltitude.

Decreasing the speed/RPM of the propeller
by lowering the left-hand stick will decrea
the speed of the model and reduce thrust
making it possible to descend/decrease
altitude.

During flight you can adjust the throttle to a position, §pically around the middle (also k
as 'half stick/power'), to maintain/cruise at a given altitude and increase flight duratjon.
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Moving the left-hand stick to the left will move the rudder to the left. This will yaw/turn the
nose of the airplane to the left.

Moving the stick to the right will move the rudder to the right. This will yaw/turn the nose of
the airplane to the right.

The rudder trim lever (typically located immediately below the left-hand stick) can be used to
help keep the airplane from yawing/turning left or right during flight with no left-hand
stick/rudder input. For example, if the airplane yaws to the right in flight, move the trim lever
to the left until the airplane flies as straight as possible without yawin .



The right-hand stick controls both the elevator and the ailerons. Pushing the stick
forward/upward will lower the elevator and pitch the nose of the airplane downward to
descend.

Pulling the stick backward/downward will raise the elevator and pitch the nose of the
airplane upward to climb.

The elevator trim lever (typically located immediately to the left of the right-hand stick)
be used to help keep the airplane from climbing or descending when in 'cruise flight' and
no right-hand stick/elevator input. For example, if the airplane climbs when attempting to
cruise and maintain a given altitude, add down elevator trim by sliding the trim lever
until the airplane flies as level as possible and maintains the desired altitude at cruise
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Moving the right-hand stick to the left wlll move the left aileron up and the right aileron
down. This will roll/turn the airplane to the left.

Moving the stick to the right will move the right aileron up and the left aileron down. This will
roll/turn the airplane to the right.

/
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The aileron trim lever (typically located immediately below the right-hand stick) can be used
to help keep the airplane from rolling/turnlng left or right during flight with no right-hand
stick/aileron input. For example, if the airplane rolls/turns to the right in flight, add left
aileron trim by sliding the aileron trim lever to the left until the airplane flies as straight as
possible.

And once you're familiar with the primary controls of the airplane you're almost ready to fly!
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After installing the aileron pushrods and connecting the elevator and rudder
pushrods/clevises per the specifications noted in this instruction manual the control throws
for the ailerons, elevator and rudder should be similar to those noted below. We recomm
using these approximate control throws for your first few flights and before making any
changes {then you can adjust them according to your personal preference).

Also, if using a transmitter equipped with 'Dual Rates' we recommend using these control
throws for'High Rate'and approximately 2O-4O% less throw for'Low Rate'(which can also
adjusted according to your personal preference).

NOTE: Measure control throws at the 'widest' point on each control surface.

Ailerons
3 I 8-t/ 2" (-10-L3 m m) up/down
NOTE: ln some cases the aileron will travel approximately 1/8-3 /L6" l3--5mm) more down
than up (this is OK)

llevator
I / t6-L1,/ 16" (*15-L8mm) u p/down

Rudder
9 I t6-3 / 4" l- t7 -20mm) left/right

When using the factory-installed and recommended components/equipment the Center of
Gravity (CG) should be withln the recommended range. However, before making your first
flight you should check the 'balance' of the ready to fly airplane (including an installed LiPo
flight battery). The balance point/CG should be between2-3f8" (60mm) and2-314" (70mm)
back from the leading (front) edge of the wing when measured against the side of the
fuselage.

lf necessary adjust the position of the LiPo flight battery, ESC and/or receiver as needed to
achieve a balance point/CG within the recommended range.
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Based on the size and weight of the Gamma 370 Pro it's typically considered to be a ,park
flyer' class model. As a resuit it's best to fly the Gamm a 37O Pro at a local park, schoolyard,
flying field or other area that's large enough and free of people and obstructions. We
recommend an area the size of at least one football/soccer field, however, even larger areas
are better suited and preferred. DO NOT fly in parking lots, crowded neighborhood areas or
in areas that are not free of people and obstructions.

We also suggest flying over grass as it's a much more 'forgiving' surface that causes less
damage in the unfortunate event of a crash. Short grass is better for takeoffs and landings as
grass that is too long can cause the airplane to nose-overfflip and be damaged. An ideal flying
area allows for takeoffs and landings on a smoother surface (such as asphalt) and flying over
grass.

PLEASE NorE: The Gamma 370 pro is designed to be ftown outdoors only.

IMPORTANT NOTE: The factory-installed 18-Amp Brushless Motor Esc (Azs123o) DOE5 NOT
include an arming switch/button. Also, this ESC automatically measures the position of the
left-hand/throttle stick and uses the 'current' position of the stick as the,zero,lstarting
point for throttle when the ESC is first powered on. As a result you must AtWAyS be sure
the transmitter is tumed on and the left-hand/throttle stick is in the LowEsT posslBlE
POSITION before connecting a battery to the Esc. You MUST Atso ExERctsE EXTREME
cAUTloN As rHE MOr0R/PROPELLER wtLL sptN ANynME THE LEFT-HAND/THR6rrLE
STICK IS RAISED ABOVE THE TOWEST POSSIBLE POSITION!

This checklist includes the steps you must follow to ensure safe and proper arming of the ESC:

Er Before each flight you must ATWAYS turn the transmitter on and TOWER THE
LEFT/THROTTLE STICK TO THE TOWER POSSIBtE POSITION before connecting
the LiPo flight battery to the ESC. Never connect the battery to the ESC before
powering the transmitter on first or towering the left-hand/throttle stick to the
lowest possible position. Also, after each flight you should always disconnect
the battery from the ESC before turning the transmitter off.
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. Lower the throttle stick to
Ithe lowest possible position

n Connect the battery to the ESC. ALSO, YOU MUST BE CAREFUL TO ENSURE

PROPER POLARIW WHEN CONNECT:NG THE BATTERYTO THE ESC. BY

orienting/aligning the wire Ieads of the battery and ESC so they're 'red to red'

and 'black to black'you'l! be able to make the connection with correct polarity.

'Reverse' polarity connection will cause darnage to and/or destroy the ESC and

battery (and may also result in fire!)!

tr With the transmitter powered on and the battery connected to the ESC you

should have full control of the aileron, elevator and rudder servos/control
surfaCES. YOU MUST ALSO EXERCISE EXTREME CAUTPil AS THE

MOTOR/PROPLLER WrLL SprN ANYTTME THE LEFT-HANDÆHROTTLE STIC( lS

RATSED ABOVE THE LOWEST POSSIBLE POSITTON!

tr Position the airplane so you and all objects are clear of the propeller. We
recommend positioning the airplane so the propeller is pointed away from you

and you are able to hold on to the fuselage and/or wing securely.

tr With all obiects clear of the propeller, including in the plane of rotation and in
front of it, hold on to the model securely to test operation of the
throttle/power system. HOLD THE AIRPLANE SECURELY then slowly raise the
Ieft-hand/throttle stick until it reaches the highest possible position and the
power system is at 'full power'. Then lower the stick to the lowest possible

position to turn the power system off.

After confirming the ESC has armed and the power system is performing properly
your Gamma 370 Pro is ready to fly! However, please review the following
sections of the manual BEFORE proceeding with the first flight.



PLEASE NOTE: This checklist is NOT intended to replace the content included in this
instruction manual. Ahhough it can be used as a quick start guide, we strongly suggest
reading through this manual completely before proceeding.

o Always turn the transmitter on first and lower the left-hand/throttle stick to the lowest

possible position

B Plug the LiPo flight battery into the ESC and install it in the battery compartment

tr Confirm the controls are operating properly

tr tly the model (hand-launch or takeoff from a flat/level surface)

u Land the model (land on a flat/levelsurface)

tr Unplug the LiPo flight batte ry from the ESC

o Always turn the transmitter off last

Now that you've selected a suitable flying area and the ESC is armed your Gamma 370 pro is
ready to fly! And when making your first flights we suggest following these steps:

r There are two ways to get the Gamma 370 Pro into the air, the first way being to
'hand-launch' the airplane. This is easy to accomplish by holding the bottom of the
airplane (under the wing) in your hand with the wings levet and with the nose pointed
into any wind (ALWAYS HAND-LAUNCH/TAKEOFF AND LAND WITH THE NOSE
POINTED INTO ANY WIND!). Then, advance the left-hand/throttle stick to the highest
position/full power and'throw'the model forward with the nose levelto or just
slightly above the horizon. The airplane will be flying almost immediately after it leaves
your hand allowing you to focus on keeping the wings level and the nose pointed into
the wind while continuing to climb to a safe altitude.

IMPORTANT NOTE: DO NOT hand-launch the airplane with the nose angled too high
{more than 2-4 degrees} above the horizon. Atso, do not attempt to climb/gain
altitude with the nose of the airplane angled upward more than approximatety
2(F30 degrees above the horizon, or at less than full power, otherurise the airplane
may lose lift,'stall' and crash.
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The second way to get the airplane into the air is to perform a Rise Off Ground (R.O

takeoff from a smooth, level surface (such as asphalt or short grass). Set the airplane

on the takeoff surface with the nose pointed into any wind then advance the th
to full power. Keep the nose pointed into the wind by using aileron and/or rudder
control, and when the airplane reaches flying speed it will slowly rise off the ground

you can pull back slightly on the right-hand stick ('up'elevator) to help the model rise

off the ground. And again, do not attempt to climb/gain altitude with the nose of
airplane angted more than approximately 2(F:!0 degrees above the horizon, or at
less than full power, otherwise the airplane may lose lift, stall and crash.

After hand-launch/takeoff focus on keeping the rate of climb smooth and steady, the
wings level and the nose pointed into any wind until reaching an altitude of
approximately 150-250 feet high. Higher is even better as long as you can still see

airplane clearly but keep the airplane at an altitude and distance that allows you time
to react and also makes it possible to know the exact orientation of the airplane so

can always respond accordingly.

At the desired altitude you can levelthe airplane off by pushing forward slightly on
right-hand stick ('down' elevator) until the airplane is flying level. Then, reduce the
left-hand/throttle stick position/power to approximately Ll?to 2/3 for cruise flight.

You'll find that it only takes relatively small/minor inpuB to change direction in flight.
Remember 1o keep these inputs as minimal as possible as significant inputs, such as

moving the stick all the way one way or the other (and holding it there), could result i

over-control, loss of orientation andlor a possible crash.

lf you find the airplane constantly climbs, descends or yaws/turns left or right with
any control input you'll need to make adjustments to the trim settings using the trim
levers on the transmitter (you can find more information regarding the location and

function of the trim levers in the 'Flight Controls and Trimming' sections of this
manual):

o lf the airplane is rolling/turning to the left or right adjust the trim for the
ailerons (using the aileron channel trim lever §pically located immediately
below the right-hand stick).

o lf the airptane is climbing at 'cruise' throttlelpower, add down elevator trim
(using the elevator channel trim lever typically located immediately to the left
of the right-hand stick) and/or reduce the throttle/power setting slightly.
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o lf the airplane is descending at cruise throttle/power, add up elevator trim
(usingthe elevator channel trim lever typically located immediately to the left
of the right-hand stick) and/or increase the throttle/power slightly.

o lf the nose of the airplane is yawing/turning to the left or right adjust the trim
for the rudder (using the rudder channel trim lever typically located
immediately below the left-hand stick).

It's important to continue making trim adjustments as needed until the airplane
maintains straight and levelflight with very little to no control input. Also, it may be
best to enlist the help of an experienced pilot to trim the model for you hefore
making your first flight. A proven flyable and properly trimmed airplane is much
easier to fly!

When the airplane is properiy trimmed practice making shallow (approximately 5-15
degree bank) turns by using a small amount of left or right aileron to roll the airplane
then a small amount of 'up' elevator to keep the nose from dropping and to help 'pull'
the airplane through the turn. Then apply aileron in the opposite direction to bring the
wings back to level before starting the next turn.

Sharper turns (approximately 15+ degree bank) will require more aileron and elevator
input. Try not to excessively bank the model beyond 30-45 degrees as doing so can
cause the airplane to lose altitude very quickly.

lf at any time during flight you feel like the airplane is drifting out of/beyond your
contro!, simply release the elevator and aileron controls while maintaining
approximately 1l2to2l3 power. ln some cases, and with enough attitude and space,
this will allow the airplane to return to nearly level flight on its own. Also, if the
airplane is flying too high or too far away, lower the left-hand stick/throttle
completely to power off the motor and altow the airplane to descend to a more
reasonable ahitude or hopefully not beyond your line of sight.

At typical cruise throttle/power settings the Gamma 370 Pro will fty for approximately
8-10+ minutes per charge (when starting the flight with a fully charged battery).
However, the actualflight duration can vary considerably depending on the cell count,
capaci§ and condition of the battery as well as the actual throttle/power settings used
throughout the flight. We strongly recommend using a timer to keep track of your
time in the air and to ensure you have plenty of power left to practice landing
approaches and to 'go around' if needed.

IMPORTANT NOTE: You can lose motor power abruptly and unexpectedly if the
voltage of the battery drops too lowl



Lowering the left-hand/throttle stick and power to less than 1.l2to 713 will allow the
airplane to enter a shallow descent. This is helpful if the airplane has climbed too high
and when it's time to set up for landing.

To land, point the nose directly into any wind at an altitude of approximately 100-150
feet above the ground and approxirnately 15(}!1fi) feet away from the desired landing
area. Reduce the throttle/power lo L/3 as you descend slowly to approximately 20-30
feet, then lower the throttle/power to L/4 or less. At approximately 2-4 feet above the
ground lower the throttle/turn off the power completely while allowing the airplane to
descend naturally. Just before the airplane contacts the ground add a small amount of
'up' elevator to bring the nose up and 'ffare'for a smooth landing.

Later on you can practice landing with a small amount of throttle/power to help
smooth out the approach and touchdown. However, you must be sure to lower the
throttle/turn off the power completely if the prop oqnes into contact with the ground.

IN THE UNFORTUNATE EVENT OF A CRASH OR PROPEIIER STRIKE, NO MATTER HOW
MAJOR OR MTNOR, yOU MUST LOWER THE LEFT+rAilD/tHROTrl"E SnCK TO THE

LOWEST POSSIBLE POSITION AS QUIC(LY AS POSSIBI.E TO PREI'EI{T DAMAGE TO THE

ESC!

lf you do not lower the left-hand/throttle stickb $e lrct pæible position in the
event of a crash/propeller strike it can resuh in dannge b fte ESIC nrtrich may
require it to be replaced!

NOTE: Crash damage is not covered under rarranty.

The major airframe components (win& fuselage and tails) of $e Gamma 370 Pro are molded
from lightweight and durable EPO foam. Most damage can be repaired using transparent
'packing'tape, epoxy and/or Cyanoacrylate (CA) glue (NOTE: Standard fnon-odorless' CA can
be used safely on the EPO foam). We recommend Medium/GafFilling CA for most repairs,
though Thin or even Thick viscosity can also be used for sqne others.

And in the unfortunate event that any part cannot be repaired, a full-line of replacement
parts is available separately. Please visit our web site at www.Ares-RC.com, contact your local
HobbyTown USA@ store or visit www.HobbvTown.com fior more information and to purchase
replacement parts.
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Item Number

AZSB10002520T

AZSB1m03S20D

AZSC205C

AZSC305C

AZSC1205PS

AZSClzO5PSAU

AZSC1205PSEU

AZSC1205PSUX

AæX}sPS
ATIbPSAU
AZSCLEsPSEU

AæXEPST.|X

Azsrjffi
ÅzsriID
AZSr; l7GS

AZST:XIBAAIDl

AZSrrilIEAMD2

AzsIILI
lEsl214
A.sl2r5
Aasr:U.6

AzsIU[7

AZSltrt
Æasralt

AZSt.zp

AZS1"rr

A.7\1rn
pZ51")"

AdsT'»1

A3l.L226

AZSL22B

pzsl.zæ

AZS12Zr5

AZS1230

4zs1231

AZSP0860SF

AZSPæ7OSF

Description

1000mAh 2-Celll2S7.4V 2OC LiPo Battery Tamiya Connector: Gamma 3TOlPro

10@mAh 3-Cell/3S 11.1V 20C LiPo Batiery, Deans Connector: Gamma 370 Pro

2O5CZ-Cell/2S 7.4V LiPo, 0.5A DC Balancing Charger: Gamma 3TAlPra

305C 3-CelU3S 11-.1V LiPo,0.5A DC Salancing Charger: Gamma 370 Pro

1205PS 100-120V AC to 12V DC Adapter, 0.5-Amp Power Supply: Gamma 3TOlPro

1205PS 100-120V AC to 12V DC Adapter, 0.5-Amp Power Supply, AU Plug: Gamma 3701?ro

1205PS 100-120VAC to 12V DC Adapter, 0.5-Amp Power Supply, !U Plug: Gamma 37O/Pro

1205PS 100-120V AC to 12V DC Adapter, 0.5-Amp Power Supply, UK Plug: Gamma 37O/Pro

1305PS 100-120V AC to 13V DC Adapter, 0.5-Amp Power Supply: Gamma 370 Pro

1305PS 100-120V AC to 13V DC Adapter, 0.5-Amp Power Supply, AU Plug: Gamma 370 Pro

1305PS 100-120V AC to 13V DC Adapter, 0.5-Amp Power Supply, EU Plug: Gamma 370 Pro

1305PS 100-120V AC to 13V DC Adapter, 0.5-Amp Power Supply, UK Plug: Gamma 370 Pro

6-Channel Park Flyer Receiver: Gamma 37A/?ro

9-Gram Sub-Micro Servo: Gamm a 370/?ro

9-Gram Sub-Micro Servo Gear Set: Gamma 3TAlPro

6HPA 6-Channel HP Airplane Transmitter, Mode 1: Gamma 37ll?ro
SHPA 5-Channel HP Airplane Transmitter, Mode 2: Gamma 37O/Pro

Standard Wing Set: Gamma 370lPro

TailSet: Gamma 370/Pro

Fuselage Set: Gamma 37A/Pro

Main Landing Gear Set: Gamma 37A/Pro

Landing Gear Mount/3attery Hatch Set: Gamma 3TOlPro

TailWheel Set: Gamma 3TOlPro

Pushrod Set: Gamma STAlPro

Control Horn Set: Gamma 3TOlPro

Cowl: Gamma3T0lPro

Prop Saver: Gamma 3TAlPro

Spinner: Gamma 37Ol?ro

Rubber Bands (8): Gamma 3TOlPro

Aileron (AerobaticlWing Set: Gamma 3TOlPro

370 Brushless Outrunner Motor Mount: Gamma 3TOlPro

370 Brushless Outrunner Motor, 1250Kv: Gamma 3TOlPro

370 Brushless Outrunner Motor Shaft: Gamma 37O/Pro

18-Amp Brushless Motor ESC: Gamma 3TOlPro

DecalSheet: Gamma 370 Pro

8 x 5 Slow Flyer Propeller: Gamma 3TOlPro

9 x 7 Slow Flyer Propeller: Gamma 3TOlPro
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90-Day limited Warranty Term Period:
We warranty that the Product(s) purchased {the "Product"} will be free from defects in
materials and workmanship for the limited warranty term period from the date of purchase

by the Purchaser

lf you believe there may be a defect in materials, workmanship, etc. please contact the local
hobby store you purchased the Product from for warran§ support andlor service. Or, if you
purchased the Product from an internet site/online store, please consult that site for more
information on its support and service policies. Note that you must provide your original sales
receipt verifying the proof-of -purchase and date thereof in order to receive warranty support
and/or service.

Provided the warranty conditions have been met within the warran§ term period, the
components that are found to be defective, incorrectly manufactured or assembled may be
repaired or replaced at the sole discretion of Firelands Group, lIC. And in the event that your
Product needs repair or a replacement part that is not covered by this warran§, the local
hobby store or lnternet siteloniine store can assist you with support and in obtaining the
genuine replacement parts 1o repair your Product.

For further questions, assistance and support please visit our web site at
www.FirelandsGroup.com. You can also email us at support@firelandsgroup.com.

For more information regarding the Academy of Model Aeronautics (AMA) including the
benefits of membership, insurance coverage and more, please visit www.ModelAircraft.ore.

Effective January t,z0tl

A. GENERAL: A model aircraft is a non-human-carrying aircraft capable of sustained flight in
the atmosphere. lt may not exceed timitations of this code and is intended exclusively for
sport, recreation and/or competition. All modelflights must be conducted in accordance
with this safety code and any additioaa! rules specific to the ffying site.
1. Model aircraft will not be flown:

(a) ln a careless or reckless manner.
(b) At a location where model aircraft activities are prohibited.
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2. Modelaircraft pilots will:
(a) Yield the right of way to all man carrying aircraft.
(b) See and avoid all aircraft and a spotter must be used when appropriate. (AMA

Document #540-D-See and Avoid Guidance.)
(c) Not fly higher than approximately 400 feet above ground level within
three (3! miles of an airport, without notifuing the airport operator.
(dl Hot interfere with operations and trafflc patterns at any airport, heliport
or seaplane base except where there is a mixed use agreement.
(el llot exceed a takeoff weight, including fuel, of 55 pounds unless in compliance

rith the AMA Large Model Aircraft program. (AMA Document 520-A)

{0 Ensure the aircraft ls identified with the name and address or AMA number of the
ouner on the inside or affixed to the outside of the model aircraft. (This does not
apply to model aircraft flown indoors).

[g] Not operate aircraft with metal-blade propellers or with gaseous boosts except

fur helicopters operated under the provisions of AMA Document #555.
(h) Not operate model aircraft while under the influence of alcohol or while using any

drug which could adversely affect the pilot's ability to safely control the model.

, [i] Not operate model aircraft carrying pyrotechnic devices which explode or burn, or

? any device which propels a projectile or drops any object that creates a hazard to
persons or property.

s Exceptions:

I o Free Flieht fuses or devices that burn producing smoke and are securely
F attached to the model aircraft during flieht.
' . Rocket motors (using solid propellant) up to a G-series size may be used

provided they remain attached to the model during flight. Model rockets
may be flown in accordance with the National Model Rocketry Safety Code

I but may not be launched from model aircraft.

r . Officially designated AMA Alr Show Teams (AST) are authorized to use devices
I and practices as defined within the Team AMA Program Document (AMA]Fr Document #718).
ii U) Not operate a turbine-powered aircraft, unless in compliance with the AMA turbine

regulations. (AMA Document #510-A).
3- Model aircraft will not be flown in AMA sanctioned events, air shows or model

demonstrations u n less :

hl fne aircraft, control system and pilot skills have successfully demonstrated
{ rnaneuvers intended or anticipated prior to the specific event. (b) An

@ncedpilotisassistedbyanexperiencedpilot.
1- Uhen and where required by rule, helmets must be properly worn and fastened.

IIEIrrrust be OSHA, DOT, ANSI, SNELL or NOCSAE approved or comply with
onrctte standards.
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B.

1.

2.

RAD|O CONTROL {RC}
All pilots shall avoid flying directly over unprotected people, vessels, vehicles or
structures and shall avoid endangerment of life and property of others.
A suicessful radio equipment ground-range check in accordance with manufacturer's
recommendations will be completed before the first flight of a new or repaired model
aircraft.
At all flying sites a safety line(s) must be established in front of which all flying takes
place (AMA Document #705-Recommended Field Layout):
(a) Only personnelassociated with flying the modelaircraft are allowed at or
in front of the safety line.
(b) At air shows or demonstrations, a straight safety line must be established.
{c) An area away from the safety line must be maintained for spectators.
(d) lntentional flying behind the safety line is prohibited.
RC model aircraft must use the radio-control frequencies currently allowed by the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC). Only indMduals properly licensed by the
FCC are authorized to operate equipment on Amateur Band frequencies.
RC model aircraft will not operate within three (3) miles of any pre-existing flying site
without a frequency-management agreement (AMA Documents *g2z-Testing for RF

I nterfe rence; fi 923- Freq uency Ma nagement Agreement)
With the exception of events flown under official AMA Competition Regulations,
excluding takeoff and landing, no powered model may be flown outdoors closer than
25 feet to any individual, except for the pilot and the pilot's helpe(s) located at the
flight line.
Under no circumstances may a pilot or other person toucfi a modelaircraft in flight
while it is still under power, except to divert it from strikirg an individua!. This does not
apply to model aircraft flown indoors.
RC night flying requires a lighting system providing the pilot with a clear view of the
model's attitude and orientation at alltimes.
The pilot of a RC model aircraft shall:
(a) Maintain control during the entire flight, maintainingvisual contact without
enhancement other than by corrective lenses prescribed fior the pilot.
(b) Fly using the assistance of a camera or First-Person View (FPV) only in
accordance with the procedures outllned in AMA Document #550.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

I
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